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1

General Information

1.1

How to use this documentation

1

Universal Module

The documentation is part of the product and contains important information. The
documentation is for everyone who works with this product.
The documentation must be accessible and legible. Make sure that persons responsible
for the system and its operation, as well as persons who work independently with the
software and the connected units from SEW-EURODRIVE, have read through the documentation carefully and understood it. If you are unclear about any of the information
in this documentation, or if you require further information, contact SEW-EURODRIVE.

1.2

Structure of the safety notes

1.2.1

Meaning of the signal words
The following table shows the grading and meaning of the signal words for safety notes,
notes on potential risks of damage to property, and other notes.
Signal word

1.2.2

Meaning

Consequences if disregarded

DANGER

Imminent danger

Severe or fatal injuries

WARNING

Possible dangerous situation

Severe or fatal injuries

CAUTION

Possible dangerous situation

Minor injuries

NOTICE

Possible damage to property

Damage to the drive system or its
environment

INFORMATION

Useful information or tip: Simplifies the handling of the drive
system.

Structure of the section-related safety notes
Section safety notes do not apply to a specific action, but to several actions pertaining
to one subject. The used symbols indicate either a general or a specific hazard.
This is the formal structure of a section safety note:

SIGNAL WORD
Type and source of danger.
Possible consequence(s) if disregarded.
•
1.2.3

Measure(s) to prevent the danger.

Structure of the embedded safety notes
Embedded safety notes are directly integrated in the instructions just before the description of the dangerous action.
This is the formal structure of an embedded safety note:
•

SIGNAL WORD Nature and source of hazard.
Possible consequence(s) if disregarded.
– Measure(s) to prevent the danger.
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1.3

Right to claim under warranty
A requirement of fault-free operation and fulfillment of any rights to claim under limited
warranty is that you adhere to the information in the documentation at hand. Therefore,
read the documentation before you start working with the software and the connected
units from SEW-EURODRIVE.
Make sure that the documentation is available to persons responsible for the machinery
and its operation as well as to persons who work independently on the devices. Also
ensure that the documentation is legible.

1.4

Exclusion of liability
You must adhere to this documentation and the documentation of the connected
devices from SEW-EURODRIVE to ensure safe operation and to achieve the specified
product characteristics and performance features.
SEW-EURODRIVE assumes no liability for injury to persons or damage to equipment or
property resulting from non-observance of the documentation. In such cases, any liability for defects is excluded.

1.5

Copyright
© 2011 – SEW-EURODRIVE. All rights reserved.
Unauthorized duplication, modification, distribution or any other use of the whole or any
part of this documentation is strictly prohibited.

1.6

Product names and trademarks
All brands and product names in this documentation are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective titleholders.

1.7

Applicable documentation
The "applicable documentation" is listed in the documentation for the configuration
software "Application Configurator for CCU".
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Safety Notes

2.1

General information

2

The following basic safety notes must be read carefully to prevent injury to persons and
damage to property. The operator must ensure that the basic safety notes are read and
adhered to.
Ensure that persons responsible for the machinery and its operation as well as persons
who work independently have read through the documentation carefully and understood
it. If you are unclear about any of the information in this documentation or if you require
further information, please contact SEW-EURODRIVE.
The following safety notes refer to the use of the software. Also adhere to the supplementary safety notes in this document and in the documentation of the connected
devices from SEW-EURODRIVE.
This document does not replace the detailed documentation of the connected devices.
This documentation assumes that the user has access to and is familiar with the
documentation for all connected units from SEW-EURODRIVE.
Never install or start up damaged products. Submit a complaint to the shipping company
immediately in the event of damage.
During operation, the devices may have live, uninsulated, and sometimes moving or
rotating parts as well as hot surfaces depending on their degree of protection.
Removing covers without authorization, improper use as well as incorrect installation or
operation may result in severe injuries to persons or damage to property. Refer to the
documentation for additional information.
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2.2

Target group
Any work with the software may only be performed by adequately qualified personnel.
Qualified personnel in this context are persons who have the following qualifications:
•

Appropriate instruction.

•

Knowledge of this documentation and other applicable documentation.

•

SEW-EURODRIVE recommends additional product training for products that are
operated using this software.

Any mechanical work on connected units may only be performed by adequately qualified personnel. Qualified staff in the context of this documentation are persons familiar
with the design, mechanical installation, troubleshooting and servicing of the product
who possess the following qualifications:
•

Training in mechanical engineering, e.g. as a mechanic or mechatronics technician
(final examinations must have been passed).

•

Knowledge of this documentation and other applicable documentation.

Any electrical work on connected units may only be performed by adequately qualified
electricians. Qualified electricians in the context of this documentation are persons
familiar with electrical installation, startup, troubleshooting and servicing of the product
who possess the following qualifications:
•

Training in electrical engineering, e.g. as an electrician or mechatronics technician
(final examinations must have been passed).

•

Knowledge of this documentation and other applicable documentation.

•

Knowledge of the relevant safety regulations and laws.

•

Knowledge of the other standards, guidelines, and laws mentioned in this documentation.

The above mentioned persons must have the authorization expressly issued by the
company to operate, program, configure, label and ground units, systems and circuits in
accordance with the standards of safety technology.
All work in further areas of transportation, storage, operation and waste disposal must
only be carried out by persons who are trained appropriately.
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2

Designated use
SEW-EURODRIVE offers various standardized control programs, so-called application
modules.
The "Universal module" application module is a single-axis module used for speedcontrolled and positioning applications.
Use the unit-independent "Application Configurator" configuration software to start up
and configure the axes for the application module and to download the complete configuration to the controller.

2.4

Bus systems
A bus system makes it possible to adapt frequency inverters and/or motor starters to the
particulars of the machinery within wide limits. This results in the risk that a change of
parameters that cannot be detected externally can result in unexpected, though not
uncontrolled, system behavior.
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3

System Description

3.1

Area of application
The "Universal module" application module is used for all speed-controlled and positioning (finite and endless) applications. Functional extensions such as synchronization or
touch probe evaluation allow for a broad range of possible applications.
The module is equipped with a uniform process data interface that is simply extended
when additional functions are required.
In this way, the profiles of the universal module are downward compatible. You can work
with user units.

3.2

Profiles
The "Universal module" application module has the following profiles:

3.3

Profile

Scope of functions

4 PD

4 process data words, for applications with varying speeds, where the speed and
dynamics parameters are to be specified in user units.
You can also use this profile for motors without encoders.

6 PD

6 process data words, like 4 PD, however, positioning is possible in addition to speed
control.
Jog, referencing, speed and positioning mode are supported.
Linear positioning and modulo positioning are supported.

7 PD

7 process data words, like 6 PD, however, you can additionally activate the speed
synchronism operating mode. This profile also allows for positioning with the options
absolute/relative.

10 PD

10 process data words, like 6 PD, additionally, however, with touch probe, speed synchronism, and torque limiting functions.
This profile also allows for positioning with the options absolute/relative and touch probe.
The available digital inputs and outputs can be evaluated via the process data.

Process data assignment
The following table lists the process data assignment depending on the selected profile:
Process data assignment

Profile

10

Fieldbus input data

Fieldbus output data

4 PD

I1
I2
I3
I4

= Control word
= Setpoint speed
= Acceleration
= Deceleration

O1
O2
O3
O4

= Status word
= Actual speed
= Output current
= Reserved

6 PD

I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6

= Control word
= Setpoint speed
= Acceleration
= Deceleration
= Setpoint position (high word)
= Setpoint position (low word)

O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6

= Status word
= Actual speed
= Output current
= Reserved
= Actual position (high word)
= Actual position (low word)

7 PD

I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7

= Control word
= Setpoint speed
= Acceleration
= Deceleration
= Setpoint position (high word)
= Setpoint position (low word)
= Sub-control word

O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7

= Status word
= Actual speed
= Output current
= Reserved
= Actual position (high word)
= Actual position (low word)
= Sub-status word
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Process data assignment
Fieldbus input data
I1 = Control word
I2 = Setpoint speed
I3 = Acceleration
I4 = Deceleration
I5 = Setpoint position (high word)
I6 = Setpoint position (low word)
I7 = Sub-control word
I8 = Binary outputs
I9 = Setpoint 2 (high word)
I10 = Setpoint 2 (low word)

Fieldbus output data
O1 = Status word
O2 = Actual speed
O3 = Output current
O4 = Reserved
O5 = Actual position (high word)
O6 = Actual position (low word)
O7 = Sub-status word
O8 = Binary inputs
O9 = Actual value 2 (high word)
O10 = Actual value 2 (low word)
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3.4

Operating modes and process data profiles
The combination of main operating mode and sub-operating mode you can use depends
on the process data profile you have chosen. Please note that a sub-operating mode is
selected using the sub-control word. This means that sub-operating modes can only be
used with a profile including at least 7 process data.
The following tables show the correlation between operating modes and process data
profiles:

3.4.1

3.4.2

4 PD profile

Main operating mode

Sub-operating mode (sub mode)

1: Speed control

-

Main operating mode

Sub-operating mode (sub mode)1)

1: Speed control

-

6 PD profile

2: Jog mode

-

3: Referencing mode

Static reference offset
(Reference offset is taken over from startup parameters)

4: Positioning mode

Absolute position control

1) The sub mode is fixed and therefore cannot be changed

3.4.3

7 PD profile

Main operating mode

Sub-operating mode (sub mode)1)

1: Speed control

-

2: Jog mode

-

3: Referencing mode

30: Static reference offset (default)
31: Variable reference offset
You can specify the reference offset using fieldbus input data word I5/I6
(setpoint position).

4: Positioning mode

40: Absolute position control (default)
41: Relative position control positive
42: Relative position control negative

6: Speed synchronism

60: Speed synchronism

1) You can specify the sub mode using sub-control word I7.

12
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3

10 PD profile

Main operating mode

Sub-operating mode (sub mode)1)

1: Speed control

-

2: Jog mode

-

3: Referencing mode

30: Static reference offset (default)
31: Variable reference offset
You can specify the reference offset using fieldbus input data word I5/I6
(setpoint position).

4: Positioning mode

40: Absolute position control (default)
41: Relative position control positive
42: Relative position control negative

5: Positioning mode – touch
probe

50: Absolute position control with remaining distance processing
51: Endless movement with remaining distance processing
52: Endless movement negative with remaining distance processing

6: Speed synchronism

60: Speed synchronism

7: Emergency mode

70: Emergency mode without external encoder

1) You can specify the sub mode using sub-control word I7.
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Operating Modes and Functions

4.1

Overview
This chapter describes the sub modes and areas of application of each operating mode.
The functions of the application module are described at the end of the chapter.

4.1.1

Requirements for the cycle diagrams
The operating principle is illustrated by a cycle diagram for every operating mode. The
operation sequence is described based on these cycle diagrams.
The following table shows the requirements for the cycle diagram and the operation
sequence:
Requirements

Process data/signal states

Ready

O1:1 (FI ready) = "1"

No fault

O1:5 (FI fault) = "0"
O1:6 (FI warning) = "0"
O1:7 (application fault) = "0"

Inverter enabled
(inverter is in position control)

O1:8-O1:15
I1:2 (enable/stop) = "1" or
I1:2 (enable/rapid stop) = "1"

The axis must be referenced in
certain cases (for positioning
movements).

O1:2 (axis referenced) = "1"

Startup has been performed correctly
Hardware terminals enabled

4.2

Speed control
Application

Once you have selected the direction of rotation, the single axis can be moved subject
to speed control. Selecting both directions of rotation or not selecting a direction of
rotation at all will stop an ongoing movement.
Once the specified speed is reached, "setpoint reached" is signaled back.
Please note that software limit switch monitoring is disabled in the "speed control"
operating mode.
You can use this operating mode to move asynchronous motors without encoder feedback, for example.

Sub modes

14

No sub modes available.
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4.2.1

4

Cycle diagram
[1] [2a] [3]

[2b]

I1:9
I1:10
I1:11-I1:14
I7:8-I7:15

O1:3
O2

3832541451
I1:9
I1:10
I1:11-I:14
I7:8-I7:15
O1:3
O2
[1]-[3]

4.2.2

Positive
Negative
"Speed control/jog mode" operating mode
Sub mode (no sub mode)
Setpoint reached
Actual velocity
Distinctive changes of process data/signal states (see following sequence)

Sequence

Sequence

Process data/signal states

[1]

Select operating mode (speed control/jog
mode), no sub mode

I1:11-I1:14

Dynamic parameters are accepted cyclically
(also during travel movement)

I2-I4

Start axis by selecting the jog direction
[2a]
[2b]
[3]

Manual – Universal Module

I1:9 (positive) = "1"
I1:10 (negative) = "1"
Feedback that setpoint was reached

O1:3 (setpoint reached) = "1"
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4.3

Jog mode
Application

Once you have selected the direction of rotation, the single axis can be moved subject
to position control.
The travel range can be safeguarded by software limit switches. Selecting both
directions of rotation or not selecting a direction of rotation at all will stop an ongoing
movement. Once the specified speed is reached, "speed reached" is signaled back.

Sub modes
Cycle diagram

4.4

16

No sub modes available.
See speed control

Referencing mode
Application

The actual position is set to the specified reference offset depending on the selected
reference travel type.

Sub modes

The following table lists the features of the various sub modes:
Sub mode

Features

30: Static reference offset

The reference offset is adopted from the startup parameters.
Changing the reference offset requires re-startup via Application
Configurator.

31: Variable reference offset

This sub mode is used to read-in and process a variable reference
offset via the "setpoint position".
The values for the operating mode, sub mode, and the variable reference offset should be set before the positive edge of the start signal
because the values are applied with this edge.
The value for the variable reference offset is sent via the fieldbus. The
startup value is not changed.
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4

Cycle diagram
[1]

[2]

[3]

I1:8

I1:11-I1:14
I7:8-I7:15

O1:2
eg. 54896

O5, O6

0

3836473227
I1:8
I1:11-I:14
I7:8-I7:15
O1:2
O5, O6
[1]-[3]

4.4.2

Start
"Referencing mode" operating mode
"Static reference offset" sub mode
Drive referenced
Actual position
Distinctive changes of process data/signal states (see following sequence)

Sequence

Sequence
[1]

Process data/signal states

Select "referencing mode" operating mode

I1:11-I1:14

Select "static reference offset" sub mode

I7:8-I7:15

[2]

Select "Start"

I1:8 (start) = "1"

[3]

Signal back "drive referenced"

O1:2 (drive referenced) = "1"

Manual – Universal Module
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4.5

Positioning mode
Application

Depending on the sub mode, you position the drive absolutely based on the machine
zero point (reference position), or relatively to the present position.

Sub modes

The following table lists the features of the various sub modes:
Sub mode

Feature

40: Absolute position control

"Linear" axis type: Setpoint position with sign processing
"Modulo" axis type: Setpoint position as value

41: Relative position control
positive

The setpoint position is processed as value and is added relatively to
the actual position.

42: Relative position control
negative

The setpoint position is processed as value and is subtracted
relatively to the actual position.

For details on sub modes, refer to the following chapters:
4.5.1

18

Sub mode 40: Absolute position control
Application

In this sub mode, the drive can be positioned absolutely based on the machine zero
point (reference position).

Selecting the travel
strategy for modulo

You select the travel strategy for modulo using control word I1 with bit 9 (positive) and
bit 10 (negative) according to the following table:
I1:9 (positive)

I1:10 (negative)

Travel strategy for modulo

0

0

Short distance

1

0

CW

0

1

CCW

1

1

Short distance
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Cycle diagram
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

I1:8

I1:11-I1:14
I7:8-I7:15
I5, I6

O1:3

O5, O6

3837815051
I1:8
I1:11-I1:14
I7:8-I7:15
I5, I6
O1:3
O5, O6
[1]-[6]
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Start
"Positioning mode" operating mode
"Absolute position control" sub mode
Setpoint position
Setpoint reached
Actual position
Distinctive changes of process data/signal states (see following sequence)
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Sequence

Sequence

Process data/signal states

[1]

Select "positioning mode" operating mode

I1:11-I1:14

Select "absolute position control" sub mode

I7:8-I7:15

Dynamic parameters are accepted cyclically
(also during travel movement)

I2-I4

Query status word to obtain feedback on the
activated operating mode

O7: "Absolute position control" sub mode

Specify the setpoint position

I5 (setpoint position high word)
I6 (setpoint position low word)

[2]

Select "Start"
Note: A new setpoint position is accepted
immediately when the start signal is set.

I1:8 (start) = "1"

[3]

"Setpoint reached" feedback signal is set when
the setpoint position was reached.
The drive comes to a standstill subject to
position control.

O1:3 (setpoint reached) = "1"

Stop/interrupt
Sequence

Process data/signal states

The following ramps result from the selected
signal when stopping/interrupting:

20

•

Positioning ramp

I1:8 (start) = "0"

•

Stop ramp

I1:1 (enable/stop) = "0" or
I1:2 (enable/rapid stop) = "0"
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4

Sub mode 41: Relative position control positive
Application

In this sub mode, the drive can be moved relatively to the present position (example:
cyclical operation with a conveyor belt).

Selecting the travel
strategy for modulo

In this sub mode, selecting the travel strategy via I1 (positive/negative) is without
function because it is selected in the program.
The same applies to sub mode 42: Relative position control negative

Cycle diagram
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

-I1:14
7:15

O6

3838277131
I1:8
I1:11-I1:14
I7:8-I7:15
I5, I6
O1:3
O5, O6
[1]-[7]
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Start
"Positioning mode" operating mode
Relative position control positive (negative)" sub mode
Setpoint position
Setpoint reached
Actual position
Distinctive changes of process data/signal states (see following sequence)
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Sequence

Sequence

Process data/signal states

[1]

Select "positioning mode" operating mode

I1:11-I1:14

Select "relative position control" sub mode

I7:8-I7:15

Dynamic parameters are accepted cyclically
(also during travel movement)

I2-I4

Query status word to obtain feedback on the
activated operating mode

O7: "Relative position control positive" sub
mode

Specify the relative position

I5 (setpoint position high word)
I6 (setpoint position low word)

[2]

Select "Start"
Note: The relative position is calculated once
and stored with the positive edge of the start
signal.

I1:8 (start) = "1"

[3]

"Setpoint reached" feedback signal is set when
the relative position is completed.
The drive comes to a standstill subject to
position control.
A new cycle is triggered with the next positive
edge of the start signal.

O1:3 (setpoint reached) = "1"

Stop/interrupt
Sequence
[4]

[5]

22

Process data/signal states

The following ramps result from the selected
signal when stopping/interrupting:
•

Positioning ramp:
The stored target position is cleared. A new
relative movement starts when the start
signal is set again.

I1:8 (start) = "0"

•

Stop ramp:
You continue positioning the drive to the
stored relative position by enabling it again.
The drive then comes to a standstill subject
to position control.

I1:1 (enable/stop) = "0" or
I1:2 (enable/rapid stop) = "0"

When changing the operating mode, the last
travel job is cleared and the target is calculated
anew.

O7: "Relative position control negative" sub
mode
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4

Positioning mode – touch probe (TP)
Application

In this operating mode, positioning begins once a sensor trips (TP event). You specifiy
the length of the travel distance (remaining distance) beforehand. In every travel
process, each TP event can be used only once for sensor-based positioning.
Enabling or disabling the sensor lets you limit touch probe processing to certain areas
of the travel distance.

Sub modes

The following table lists the features of the various sub modes:
Sub mode

Feature

50: Absolute position control with remaining
distance processing

The axis stops when the target position is reached.
The target position is specified in fieldbus input data
words I5 (setpoint position high word) and I6 (setpoint
position low word)
You select the travel strategy for modulo using control
word I1 with bit 9 (positive) and bit 10 (negative)
Refer to the table in section "Selecting the travel strategy
for modulo".

51 (52): Endless movement positive (negative)
with remaining distance processing

The axis moves "endlessly" in positive (negative)
direction of travel
The travel strategy for modulo using control word I1
(positive/negative) is disabled in this sub mode.

For details on sub modes, refer to the following sections:
4.6.1

Sub mode 50: Absolute position control with remaining distance processing
Application

Selecting the travel
strategy for modulo

The axis stops after having reached its target position.
You select the travel strategy for modulo using control word I1 with bit 9 (positive) and
bit 10 (negative) according to the following table:
I1:9 (positive)

I1:10 (negative)

Travel strategy for modulo

0

0

Short distance

1

0

CW

0

1

CCW

1

1

Short distance
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4
Cycle diagram

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]

[6a][7]

[1] [2] [3] [4]

[6b][7]

I1:8
I1:11-I1:14

I7:8-I7:15

I7:0
I5, I6
I9, I10
DIO2

O1:3

O7:8-O7:15
O7:0
O7:1

O5, O6
O9, O10

3840813707
I1:8
I1:11-I1:14
I7:8-I7:15
I7:0
I9, I10
I5, I6
DI02
O1:3
O5, O6
O7:0
O7:1
O9, 010
[1]-[7]
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Start
"Positioning mode – IP" operating mode
"Absolute position control with remaining distance processing" sub mode
Enable "TouchProbe"
Setpoint 2 (remaining distance)
Setpoint position
Touch probe event at digital input DI02
Setpoint reached
Actual position
Touch probe enabled
Touch probe detected
Actual value 2 (touch probe position)
Distinctive changes of process data/signal states (see following sequence)
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4

Sequence
Sequence

Process data/signal states

[1]

Select the "positioning mode – TP" operating
mode

I1:11-I1:14

Select the "absolute position control with
remaining distance processing" sub mode

I7:8-I7:15

Dynamic parameters are accepted cyclically
(also during travel movement)

I2-I4

Query status word to obtain feedback on the
activated operating mode

O7: "Absolute position setpoint with remaining
distance processing" sub mode

Specify the absolute setpoint position (if no
touch probe event occurs).

I5, I6

[2]

Enable touch probe
Transfer setpoint 2 (remaining distance)

I7:0 (enable touch probe) = "1"
I9 (setpoint 2 high word)
I10 (setpoint 2 low word)

[3]

Query status word to obtain feedback for the
"touch probe enabled" signal

O7:0 (touch probe enabled) = "1"

[4]

Select "Start"
The absolute position is calculated once and
stored with the positive edge of the start signal.

I1:8 (start) = "1"

[5]

"Touch probe detected" feedback signal.
The touch probe position is sent in "actual
value 2".
The following applies: Remaining distance
position = actual value 2 + setpoint 2

O7:1 (touch probe detected) = "1"
O9, O10 (actual value 2)

[6a]

"Setpoint reached" feedback signal is set when
the remaining distance position was reached.
The drive comes to a standstill subject to
position control.

O1:3 (setpoint reached) = "1"

[6b]

Without "touch probe detected" feedback signal,
position ends as soon as the setpoint position is
reached.
If monitoring of the touch probe input is no
longer required, it has to be disabled.

I7:0 (enable touch probe) = "0"

[7]

Reset all process data/signals

Stop/interrupt
Sequence

Process data/signal states

The following ramps result from the selected
signal when stopping/interrupting:
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•

Positioning ramp:
When you set the start signal again, touch
probe positioning is initialized.

I1:8 (start) = "0"

•

Stop ramp:
– Touch probe not detected.
Enabling the drive again continues
endless movement.
– Touch probe detected.
The drive moves to the calculated
remaining distance position and then
remains stopped with position control.

I1:1 (enable/stop) = "0" or
I1:2 (enable/rapid stop) = "0"
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4
4.6.2

Sub mode 51 (52): Endless movement positive (negative) with remaining distance processing
Application

The axis moves "endlessly" in positive (negative) direction of travel.

Cycle diagram
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]

[6a][7]

[1] [2] [3] [4]

[6b][7]

I1:8
I1:11-I1:14

I7:8-I7:15

I7:0

I9, I10
DIO2

O1:3

O7:8-O7:15
O7:0
O7:1

O5, O6
O9, O10

3834887307
I1:8
I1:11-I1:14
I7:8-I7:15
I7:0
I9, I10
DI02
O1:3
O5, O6
O7:0
O7:1
O9, 010
[1]-[7]
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Start
"Positioning mode – IP" operating mode
"Endless movement positive with remaining distance processing" sub mode
Enable "TouchProbe"
Setpoint 2 (remaining distance)
Touch probe event at digital input DI02
Setpoint reached
Actual position
Touch probe enabled
Touch probe detected
Actual value 2 (touch probe position)
Distinctive changes of process data/signal states (see following sequence)
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4

Sequence
Sequence

Process data/signal states

[1]

Select the "positioning mode – TP" operating
mode

I1:11-I1:14

Select the "endless movement positive with
remaining distance processing" sub mode

I7:8-I7:15

Dynamic parameters are accepted cyclically
(also during travel movement)

I2-I4

Query status word to obtain feedback on the
activated operating mode

O7: "Endless movement positive with remaining
distance processing" sub mode

[2]

Enable touch probe
Transfer setpoint 2 (remaining distance)

I7:0 (enable touch probe) = "1"
I9 (setpoint 2 high word)
I10 (setpoint 2 low word)

[3]

"Touch probe enabled" feedback signal

O7:0 (touch probe enabled) = "1"

[4]

Select "Start"

I1:8 (start) = "1"

[5]

Query status word to obtain feedback for the
"touch probe enabled" signal.
The touch probe position is sent in "actual
value 2".
The following applies: Remaining distance
position = actual value 2 + setpoint 2

O7:1 (touch probe detected) = "1"
O9, O10 (actual value 2)

[6a]

"Setpoint reached" feedback signal is set when
the remaining distance position was reached.
The drive comes to a standstill subject to
position control.

O1:3 (setpoint reached) = "1"

[6b]

Without "touch probe detected" feedback signal,
endless positioning is continued.
Positioning can be interrupted at any time (for
example by resetting the start signal or changing
the operating mode).

I7:0 (enable touch probe) = "0"

[7]

Reset all process data/signals

Stop/interrupt
Sequence

Process data/signal states

The following ramps result from the selected
signal when stopping/interrupting:
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•

Positioning ramp:
When you set the start signal again, touch
probe positioning is initialized.

I1:8 (start) = "0"

•

Stop ramp:
– Touch probe not detected.
Enabling the drive again continues
endless movement.
– Touch probe detected.
The drive moves to the calculated
remaining distance position and then
remains stopped with position control.

I1:1 (enable/stop) = "0" or
I1:2 (enable/rapid stop) = "0"
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4.7

Speed synchronism
Application

Speed synchronism to the speed setpoint source specified at startup begins with the
positive edge of the start signal.
The following speed setpoint sources are possible:
•

Speed synchronism based on a master axis, which can be selected

•

Analog input signal that is interpreted as speed setpoint:
– Analog voltage input
– Analog current input
– Frequency input (only available for MOVIGEAR® B)

The master value is interpreted as speed setpoint. It is limited by the startup parameter
"maximum speed (automatic mode). Speed changes are processed via the startup
parameter "maximum acceleration" (automatic mode). These parameters are interpreted as catch-up parameters. They determine the quality of speed synchronism and
should be specified 10% more dynamic than the master value. The "setpoint reached"
signal is based on the comparison of the speed setpoint with the actual speed (calculated with the speed window). Deviations from the master value are not compensated.

INFORMATION
Inverter types MOVIAXIS® and MOVITRAC® LTX process the speed setpoints inside
the device.
Sub modes
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The following table lists the features of the various sub modes:
Sub mode

Features

60: Speed synchronism

You can activate the following function at startup:
• Master stop
Master stop remains active as long as synchronism
was selected with "start". The following events stop
the master axis immediately:
– Synchronous slave no longer in position control
– Synchronous slave in error state
– Synchronous slave no longer "InGear"
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4.7.1

4

Cycle diagram
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

I1:8

I1:11-I1:14
I7:8-I7:15

O1:3
O7:8-O7:15

Analog Input
Current

O2

3841504779
I1:8
Start
I1:11-I1:14 "Synchronism" operating mode
I7:8-I7:15 "Speed synchronism" sub mode
Analog input current
O1:3
Setpoint reached
O2
Actual velocity
[1]-[5]
Distinctive changes of process data/signal states (see following sequence)
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4.7.2

Sequence

Sequence

Process data/signal states

[1]

Select "synchronism" operating mode

I1:11-I1:14

Select "speed synchronism" sub mode

I7:8-I7:15

Dynamic parameters are accepted cyclically
(also during travel movement)

I2-I4

[2]

Query status word to obtain feedback on the
activated operating mode

O7: "Speed synchronism" sub mode

[3]

Select "Start"
Note: A new setpoint position is accepted
immediately when the start signal is set.

I1:8 (start) = "1"

[4]

"Setpoint reached" feedback signal is set when
the slave axis follows the specified speed
setpoint (within the specified speed window).

O1:3 (setpoint reached) = "1"

[5]

Deselecting the operating mode exits speed
synchronism. The axis stops with the specified
deceleration (in process data word I4).

Observe the information about the adjustment function and the "master stop" function.

4.8

Emergency operation
Application

Depending on the selected sub mode, encoder functions/system-internal monitoring
functions are modified when selecting this operating mode. Deselecting the operating
mode resets these modifications. For example, you can disable a failed absolute
encoder and then move the drive with speed control (see the description of the "speed
control" operating mode).
Note that software limit switch monitoring is disabled in the "emergency operation"
mode.

Sub modes
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The following table lists the features of the various sub modes:
Sub mode

Features

70: Emergency operation ext.
encoder

Selecting this sub mode saves the following actual values:
• Absolute encoder type
• Ext. encoder monitoring saved.
Next, the "speed control" mode is activated (see the description of the
"speed control" mode).
Deselecting the sub mode writes back the saved data.

71: In preparation

Emergency operation 2nd parameter set
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4

Functions
The functions described in the following chapters complement the operating modes. The
functions are selected using binary signals provided for this purpose.

4.9.1

Software limit switches
Functional
description

The purpose of software limit switches is to limit the travel range. Limit switches are
enabled using the startup wizard.
The travel range is monitored when the software limit switches are enabled (condition:
limit switch right > limit switch left). If the actual position exceeds the set limit value, the
drive stops along the rapid stop ramp.
If you want to leave the travel range, you have to set the control bit SW limit switch to
"off".

4.9.2

Torque limitation
Functional
description

Using "setpoint 2", you can specify a limit value for the motor current or the torque.
Sequences, such as "movement to fixed stop" are possible in this way using a variable
index.
The startup data are saved with the positive edge of the control bit "activate torque
limitation bus ON".
The following startup data are saved:
•

Current limit (VFC n-control)

•

Torque limit (CFC/servo)

•

Speed monitoring

•

Lag error limit

Next, speed monitoring and lag error limit are disabled and the specified value for the
current/torque limit is adoped in the process image. The output bit torque limit = "active"
is set. Deselecting the function writes back the saved data.

Deselecting torque limitation
A lag error can occur when deselecting torque limitation in "position control" axis
condition.
•
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Disable torque limitation only when the axis is inhibited
in order to avoid lag errors.
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4
4.9.3

Touch probe function
Functional
description

The purpose of the touch probe function (TP function) is to detect the position of a
previously parameterized position source. It is detected using the fastest switching
binary input (touch probe input). The function is enabled on the positive edge of input
I7:0 (enable TP).
The binary signal "TP enabled" indicates that initialization is completed and the
parameterized edge evaluation is ready. If a TP event occurs, the TP position is copied
to "actual value 2 (touch probe)" and the binary signal "TP detected" is also set. Further
TP processing is inhibited.
The activated TP function is aborted by setting bit I7:0 (enable TP) to "0". In this case,
the status bits "TP enabled" and "TP detected" as well as the indicated TP position
"actual 2" are set to "0".
This is illustrated in the following figure:

Start

Activate
TouchProbe

ActivateTouchProbe = "1"

Reset
"TouchProbe active" = "0"

Initialize TouchProbe

Reset
"TouchProbe detected" = "0"

Set
"TouchProbe active" = "1"

Reset
"ActualValue 2" = "0"
Input
TouchProbe

No Edge detected

Set
"TouchProbe detected" = "1"
Write
"ActualValue 2" = "Value"

End
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End
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Control bit –
"Enable TP"

Status bits

Refer to the following table for the function of the control bit "Enable TP":
Enable TP

Function

0

•
•

1

Enable edge evaluation

TP is inhibited.
I9/I10 (actual value 2) is cleared.

Refer to the following table for the function of the status bits:
Status bits

4.9.4

4

Function

TP enabled

TP detected

0

0

TP disabled/initialization of selected TP not yet completed.

1

0

TP ready

0

1

Reserved

1

1

TP detected and inhibited for further processing

Binary inputs and outputs
Functional
description

Binary inputs
The binary inputs are the image of the input terminals of the connected inverter and are
signaled back via the fieldbus output data word.
Binary outputs
The binary outputs of the connected inverter are controlled using the control bits in the
fieldbus input data word.

WARNING
When resetting an error, the binary outputs are set to "0" (default values).
This means that auxiliary axes, which are controlled via the binary outputs, are
switched off unintentionally.
Severe or fatal injuries.
•
•
4.9.5

Do not control auxiliary axes using the binary outputs of the inverter.
Make sure that the machine is in a safe state.

Master stop (monitoring master-slave system)
Functional
description

This monitoring function is used in the "speed synchronism" mode to monitor the device
status of the connected slave axes of the axis system. This means that movements of
the master are only possible when the slave axes are engaged and position-controlled.
If a master axis was configered as the master value in the Application Configurator, then
the slave axis writes program-internal diagnostic variables of the master axis.
When an error is detected in the axis system, the synchronized movements are
automatically stopped and an error message is issued.
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5

Project Planning

5.1

Prerequisites

5.1.1

PC and software
The application module is part of the configuration software "Application Configurator".
For this reason, the system requirements of the Application Configurator apply. They are
listed in the documentation "Configuration Software Application Configurator for CCU".

5.1.2

Approved unit combination
The assignment of inverters to the respective CCU (standard or advanced) is listed in
the documentation for the configuration software "Application Configurator for CCU".

5.1.3

Correctly configured units
Correct project planning and flawless installation of the units are the prerequisites for
successful startup and operation of the application modules with the Application Configurator.
For detailed project planning information, refer to the documentation of the respective
unit (see chapter "Other applicable documentation").
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5.2

Process data assignment

5.2.1

Fieldbus input data (10 PD)

5

The following table describes the fieldbus input data from the PLC to the inverter for
control via fieldbus with 10 process data words.
Word
I1

Control word

Bit

Function

0

/Controller inhibit

0 = Enable
1 = Controller inhibit

1

Enable/rapid stop

0 = Rapid stop
1 = Enable

2

Enable/stop

0 = Stop
1 = Enable

3

Reserved

4

Reserved

5

Reserved

6

Reset fault

7

Reserved

8

Start

9

Positive

10

Negative

11

Mode 20

12

Mode

21

13

Mode 22

14

Mode 23

15

/SWLS

0-15

[User unit]

I2

Setpoint speed

I3

Acceleration

0-15

[User unit]

I4

Deceleration

0-15

[User unit]

I5

Setpoint position
(high word)

0-15

[User unit]

I6

Setpoint position
(low word)

0-15

[User unit]
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0000 = Reserved
0001 = Main operating mode 1: Speed control
0010 = Main operating mode 2: Jog mode
0011 = Main operating mode 3: Referencing mode
0100 = Main operating mode 4: Positioning mode
0101 = Main operating mode 5: Positioning mode – touch probe
0110 = Main operating mode 6: Synchronism
0111 = Main operating mode 7: Emergency operation
0 = SWLS activated
1 = SWLS deactivated
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Word
I7

36

Sub-control word

Bit

Function

0

Enable touch probe

1

Reserved

2

Enable torque limitation bus ON

3

Reserved

4

Reserved

5

Reserved

6

Reserved

7

Reserved

8-15

SubMode

I8

Binary outputs

0-15

Binary coded

I9

Setpoint 2 (high
word)

0-15

[User unit]

I10

Setpoint 2 (low
word)

0-15

[User unit]

Main operating mode –
speed control

No sub mode available

Main operating – mode
jog mode

No sub mode available

Main operating mode –
referencing mode

0: Static reference offset (default)
(Reference offset is taken over from startup
parameters)
30: Static reference offset
31: Variable reference offset (you can specify the
setpoint position using fieldbus input data word I5/I6
(setpoint position).

Main operating mode –
positioning mode

0: Absolute position control (default)
40: Absolute position control
41: Relative position control positive
42: Relative position control negative

Main operating mode
positioning mode –
touch probe (TP)

0: Absolute position control (default)
50: Absolute position control
51: Relative position control positive
52: Relative position control negative

Main operating mode –
Synchronism

60: Speed synchronism

Main operating mode –
emergency operation

70: Emergency operation without external encoder
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5

Fieldbus output data (10 PD)
The following table describes the fieldbus output data from the inverter to the PLC for
control via fieldbus with 10 process data words.

Word
O1

Bit
Status word

Function

0

Motor is turning

1

Frequency inverter ready for operation

2

Drive referenced

3

Setpoint reached

4

Brake released

5

Frequency inverter error

6

Frequency inverter warning

7

Application error codes

8-15

Code for status/warning/fault of the frequency inverter1), application error codes2)

O2

Actual velocity

0-15

[User unit]

O3

Output current

0-15

[User unit]

O4

Reserved

0-15

Reserved

O5

Actual position
(high word)

0-15

[User unit]

O6

Actual position
(low word)

0-15

[User unit]

O7

Sub-status word

0

Touch probe enabled

1

Touch probe detected

2

Torque limitation active

3

Reserved

4

Reserved

5

Reserved

6

HWLS positive

7

HWLS negative

8-15

Sub mode (see I7)

O8

Binary inputs

0-15

Binary coded

O9

Actual value 2
(high word)

0-15

[User unit]

O10

Actual value 2
(low word)

0-15

[User unit]

1) Refer to the documentation delivered with the unit for a more detailed description.
2) Refer to the documentation of the Application Configurator for a more detailed description.
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0

6

Startup

6.1

Prerequisites
Check the installation of the inverters, the connection of the encoders, and the installation of the controller.
For installation notes, refer to the documentation of the respective units (see "applicable
documentation") and the appendix of the documentation of the "Application Configuration for CCU" configuration software.

Required software
tools

You need the MOVITOOLS® MotionStudio engineering software for startup. The scope
of delivery comprises the technology editor "Drive Startup for MOVI-PLC®" and the
Application Configurator.
You need the "Drive Startup for MOVI-PLC®" technology editor to set up the inverters
(motor startup) and to establish communication with the controller.
You need the Application Configurator to integrate the axes for the application module
and to set the application module.
The following figure shows the entire procedure step-by-step.
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0

6.2

Startup procedure

MOVITOOLS® MotionStudio
Drive Startup

Step 1:
Starting up single axis

Step 2:
Set communication with the controller

Application Configurator

Step 3:
Add single axis into axis configuration
Basic setting
Scaling parameters
System limits

Monitoring

Step 4:
Set “universal module“ application module

Reference travel
Touch probe
Speed synchronism

Speed setpoint from master

Step 5:
Save configuration on SD card of CCU

Configured axis as speed
setpoint source for slave
Voltage input as speed
setpoint source for slave
Current input as speed
setpoint source for slave
Frequency input as speed
setpoint source for slave

3577730315

In steps 1, 2:
•

Before beginning with Drive Startup, select the drive you want to take into operation
in the network view of MOVITOOLS® MotionStudio.

In steps 3, 4 and 5:
•

Before opening the Application Configurator, select the controller in the network view
of MOVITOOLS® MotionStudio.

Steps 3 to 5 are described in detail below.
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Adding a single-axis module to the axis configuration

0

6.3

Adding a single-axis module to the axis configuration
Do the following to add individual axes:
1. Click the "Single axis" icon in the configuration interface.
A new line appears in the axis section:
[2]

[3]

[5]

[1]

[4]
3030301835

2. Configure the axis [1] according to your requirements:
•

Enter an axis name.

•

If the axis is physically not available yet but you want to perform diagnostics
nonetheless, activate the "Simulation" checkbox.

•

Select the interface that connects the controller to the unit (inverter).

•

Set the same axis address as for the unit.

•

Select the unit type.

•

Select the required application module with the suitable profile.

3. Click the [Configuration] button [5]
A wizard opens for setting the parameters for the selected application module.
Note: Some application modules do not require the user to perform any settings as
the wizard assigns default values to the required parameters.
4. Follow the instructions of the wizard as described in the next chapter.
Once you have configured an axis, the yellow warning symbol [4] turns into a green
check. If required, you can undo this step by selecting "Resetting the configuration"
from the drop-down menu [3].
5. Add more axes and repeat the previous steps.
Note: The used process data words are displayed for each axis and are arranged in
sequential order.
6. Click [Next].
The "Download" interface opens.
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6

0

6.4

Setting the "universal module" application module

6.4.1

Basic settings
The "basic settings" window offers the following functions:

3580820363
Section

Function

"Basic settings" group

•

Here you set the axis type:
– Linear
– Modulo

•

Here you set the positioning mode:
– No
– Yes

•

Here you set the type of speed synchronism:
– Off
– Master
– Configured axis as speed setpoint source for slave
– Voltage input as speed setpoint source for slave
– Current input as speed setpoint source for slave
– Frequency input as speed setpoint source for slave (only available for MOVIGEAR® B)

The following pages contain detailed information about your setting options.
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Startup
Setting the "universal module" application module

0
Axis type

You have the following setting options:
•

Linear
"Linear" positioning means the travel range is limited to 231 user units. You can
additionally limit this travel range using the hardware and software limit switches.

•

Modulo
With "modulo" positioning, the travel range is endless. Hardware and software limit
switch processing is disabled.

Positioning mode

You have the following setting options:
•

No
Disables positioning mode1).

•

Yes
Activates positioning mode.

Speed
synchronism

You have the following setting options:
•

Off
Deactivates synchronism1).

•

Master
Activates speed synchronism with the master:
You can activate a speed monitoring function in the further startup procedure.

•

Configured axis as speed setpoint source for slave
Activates speed synchronism of the slave based on a configured axis.

•

Voltage input as speed setpoint source for slave
Activates speed synchronism of the slave based on an analog voltage input.

•

Current input as speed setpoint source for slave
Activates speed synchronism of the slave based on an analog current input.

•

Frequency input as speed setpoint source for slave (only available for
MOVIGEAR® B)
Activates speed synchronism of the slave based on a frequency input.

1) This setting shortens the startup procedure because fewer windows open than when positioning mode is
selected.
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6

0
6.4.2

Scaling parameters
If you want to operate the application module with user-defined units, you must enter the
corresponding scaling parameters here.
This includes the mechanical parameters of the drive train (gear unit ratio and shaft
circumference) and the user-defined units that are used to calculated the scaling.
The "Scaling parameters" window offers the following functions:

3580831755
Section

Function

"Position scaling" group

•
•

Drag the required scaling elements (such as gear unit ratio) with the mouse from the device pool
to the "Distance" section next to the motor icon.
Double-click the scaling element to set it.

Observe the following notes for setting a modulo axis:
The position of a modulo axis always lies in the range [ModuloMin to ModuloMax], specified in user
units. This range is internally mapped to the whole-number range [0 to 65536]. The minimum value
"0" is fixed. The maximum value can be set as required.
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Section

Function

"Velocity and acceleration
scaling" group

•

Here you specifiy whether you want to use the system units of MOVIDRIVE®:
No: No system units
Yes: The following system units are used (based on a speed change of 3000 rpm):
– Speed: 1 digit Ⳏ 1 rpm
– Acceleration and deceleration: 1 digit Ⳏ 1 ms

•

Set the time base you want to use:
– Minutes [min]
The following units are derived from the time base:
Velocity: [distance/min]
Acceleration: [distance/min×s]
– Seconds [s]
The following units are derived from the time base:
Velocity: [distance/s]
Acceleration: [distance/s2]
Refer to the following scaling example for a conveyor belt to determine the maximum velocity
and maximum acceleration.

Decimal places

Set the decimal places for the following values:
• Position
• Dynamic parameters

"Conveyor belt" scaling example
In this example, the drive wheel has a diameter of 109.956 mm.
If the max. velocity of the conveyor belt is specified with 8000 mm/s, then the max.
velocity of the motor is as follows:

8000

mm
x
s 109.956

1
mm
revolutions

x 60

s
revolutions
= 4365
min
min

If a max. acceleration of 8000 mm/s2 is specified, the ramp time is as follows:

mm
s = 1s
mm
8000 2
s
8000
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6.4.3

System limits
The "System limits" window offers the following functions:

3580843275
Section

Function

"Limits" group

•

Here, you can set the following limits for the dynamic properties:
– Max. acceleration (automatic mode)
– Max. velocity (automatic mode)
– Max. deceleration (automatic mode)
– Max. acceleration (jog mode)
– Max. velocity (jog mode)
– Max. deceleration (jog mode)
– Jerk time
– Enable/stop delay
– Enable/rapid stop delay

The following pages contain detailed information about your setting options.
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Limits

You have the following setting options:
•

Max. acceleration

•

Max. velocity

•

Max. deceleration
You can set these 3 values separately for jog mode and positioning mode. They limit
the dynamics parameters that are sent via fieldbus.

•

Jerk time
Jerk limitation ( > 0 ms) protects the mechanical components with smoother acceleration and deceleration behavior. Jerk limitation is active in all operating modes.

•

Enable/stop delay
The set stop ramp is active when bit 2 = "0" in the control word

•

Enable/rapid stop delay
The set rapid stop ramp is active when bit 1 = "0" in the control word, or in the event
of an error

INFORMATION
•

46

Make sure to assign values (≠ 0) for maximum acceleration, max. speed and
max. deceleration.
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6.4.4

Monitoring
The "Monitoring" window offers the following functions:

3580855179
Section

Function

"Digital inputs" group

•

Here, you can assign the digital inputs:
– Keep device settings
The settings according to the parameter tree of the device apply. The controller does not
change these settings. If you want to change the device settings, you have to edit the relevant
parameter group in MOVITOOLS® MotionStudio.
– Activate
The standard assignment for input terminals for the respective inverter applies. This
assignment is listed in the appendix of this manual.
– Deactivate
The input terminals are set to "IPOS input" or "no function" depending on the unit type.

"Limit switches" group

•

Set the limit switches here:
– Hardware limit switch
– Software limit switch
• Positive position
• Negative position

"Speed monitoring" group

•

Here you enter the speed for the speed window.

"Position monitoring"
group

•

Here you set the two windows for position monitoring as well as the delay time until "in position" is
signaled in positioning mode.

The following pages contain detailed information about your setting options.
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Limit switches

Hardware limit switch
•

Keep device settings
The settings according to the parameter tree of the device apply. The controller does
not change these settings. If you want to change the device settings, you have to edit
the relevant parameter group in MOVITOOLS® MotionStudio.

•

Activate
Activates monitoring of the positive and negative limits using hardware limit switches.
The assignment of hardware limit switches to input terminals depends on the unit.
The assignment is listed in the appendix of this manual.

•

Deactivate
Deactivates the monitoring function.
The input terminals are set to "IPOS input" or "no function" depending on the unit
type.

When using the hardware limit switches, they have to be designed as NC contacts for
wire-break protection reasons (low = limit switch contacted). In the travel range, the
hardware limit switches are located after the software limit switches if such are used.
Response when a hardware limit switch is reached:
The axis is decelerated with the value that is set for "enable/rapid stop". The inverter
issues the error "Hardware limit switch reached" (F29). After an error reset, the drive
moves clear of the hardware limit switch with the clear velocity (reference velocity 2) and
the error is deleted. For clearing the switches, the drive is accelerated and decelerated
with the values for "enable/rapid stop".
Software limit switch
A value (≠0) in the respective field activates monitoring of the positive and negative limits
using software limit switches. The permitted travel range is defined by the positive and
negative limits. In the travel range, the software limit switches are located before the
hardware limit switches if such are used.
Response when a software limit switch is reached:
When the drive moves past a software limit switch in "jog" or "positioning" mode, the axis
stops with the deceleration value set in "enable/rapid stop". The application error
message "CW software limit switch reached" (F32) or "CCW software limit switch
reached" (F33) is issued. To clear the software limit switch and delete the error, you
have to reset the error and initiate axis movement in the direction of the permitted travel
range. The velocity, acceleration, and deceleration values of the selected operating
mode apply.
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Position monitoring

The following figure illustrates the meaning of the parameters:

[1]
[4]
[1]
[3]

In-position

[2]

3333940747
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

"Hysteresis" window
Deceleration time
Target position
Position window

The "in position" monitoring uses two windows to activate and deactivate the "in
position" signal:
If the actual position is in the inner window (position window [4]) when the monitoring
function is active, this "in position" signal is activated. The signal is only revoked when
the drive leaves the outer window (hysteresis window [1]).
If the drive enters the inner position window again with the same target position, the
signal is activated again. Thanks to the hysteresis, a relatively small window can be
used to activate the "in position" signal even when the drive overshoots the actual position. The delay time prevents bouncing of the "in position" signal.
The "in position" signal is reset immediately on a positive edge of the start signal.
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6.4.5

Reference travel
The "Reference travel" window offers the following functions:

3580867467
Section

Function

"Reference travel" group

•

Here you set the following reference travel parameters:
– Reference travel type
– Reference to zero pulse
– Reference offset
– Search velocity / clear velocity

The following pages contain detailed information about your setting options.
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Reference travel
parametes

You have the following setting options:
•

Reference travel type
The reference travel type defines how the reference run is performed. There are
different reference travel types available depending on the unit that is used. For
detailed information, refer to the documentation of the respective unit.

•

Reference to zero pulse
– Yes: Active
– No: Inactive

•

Reference offset
Based on the reference point that was determined during reference travel, you can
now move the machine zero using the reference offset function.
The new machine zero is calculated according to the following formula.
Machine zero = reference position - reference offset
The reference offset is given in user units.

•

Search velocity / clear velocity
If a reference cam is used for reference travel, the drive moves towards the reference
cam with the search velocity and away from the reference cam with the clear velocity.
The axis is accelerated and decelerated with the value that is set for "enable/rapid
stop".
The velocity values are given in user units.
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6.4.6

Touch probe
The "Touch probe" (TP) window offers the following functions:

3580880139
Section

Function

"Touch probe" group

•

Here you set the following touch probe parameters:
– Activate
– Source
– Event

The following pages contain detailed information about your setting options.
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Activate

Source

You have the following setting options:
•

No: Disables touch probe (default)

•

Yes: Enables touch probe

You can choose between motor encoder and distance encoder. A distance encoder is
managed directly by the axis. This means you merely have to specify to which port/slot
the encoder is connected.
•

MOVIAXIS®
Encoder 1: Motor encoder (default)
Encoder 2: Encoder card in option slot 2
Encoder 3: Encoder card in option slot 3

•

MOVIDRIVE® B
Encoder 1: X15 motor encoder (default)
Encoder 2: X14 External encoder
Encoder 3: X62 SSI encoder

Event

You can choose from the following settings for the edge of the touch probe signal at the
interrupt input:
•

Rising edge (default)

•

Falling edge

•

Rising or falling edge

The following terminal is used as interrupt input depending on the device:
•

MOVIAXIS®
Input DI02: Terminal X10:13

•

MOVIDRIVE® B
Input DI02: Terminal X13:3
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6.4.7

Speed setpoint from master
The "Speed setpoint from master" window offers the following functions:

3580893195

54

Section

Function

"Error response" group

•

Here you set the response of the master to a slave error:
– No
Disables speed monitoring.
– Yes
Enables speed monitoring. The master is stopped when an error occurs in an engaged slave.
Each slave is monitored cyclically for this purpose.
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6.4.8

Speed setpoint from slave – Configured axis as speed setpoint source for slave
Under "Speed setpoint from slave – Configured axis as speed setpoint source for slave",
you find the following functions:

3580906635
Section

Function

"General" group

•

"Scaling" group

•

Manual – Universal Module

Here you set the following parameters:
– Master axis number
Permitted value range: 1-24

Here you set the following parameters:
– Numerator
– Denominator
Note: You can use the numerator/denominator ratio to compensate different gear unit factors between
master and slave axis, for example.
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6.4.9

Speed synchronism – Analog setpoints as speed source for slave
This chapter describes the setting options for speed synchronism with the following
setpoints as speed source for the slave:
•

Analog voltage input

•

Analog current input

•

Frequency input

Speed synchronism – Analog voltage input as speed setpoint source for slave
Under "Speed synchronism – Analog voltage input as speed setpoint source for slave",
you find the following functions:

3580934667
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Section

Function

"Scaling" group

Set the speed for a voltage of 10 V.
Normalization: With a voltage range of 10 V, you cover the speed range from 0 rpm up to maximum
speed (10 000 digits internal resolution).
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Speed synchronism – Analog current input as speed setpoint source for slave
Under "Speed synchronism – Analog current input as speed setpoint source for slave",
you find the following functions:

3740515339
Section

Function

"Scaling" group

Here you set the speed for a current of 20 mA.
Normalization: With a range of 20 mA, you cover the speed range from 0 rpm up to maximum speed
(10 000 digits internal resolution).

Speed synchronism – Frequency input as speed setpoint source for slave
Under "Speed synchronism – Frequency input as speed setpoint source for slave" (only
available for MOVIGEAR® B), you find the following functions:

3740916107
Section

Function

"Scaling" group

Here you set the speed in relation to 100%.
Normalization: With 100 %, you cover the speed range from 0 rpm up to maximum speed (10 000
digits internal resolution).
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6.4.10 Completing the configuration
The following functions are available for completing the configuration:

3458007563
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Section

Function

[Save configuration] button

With this function, you can save frequently used axis configurations in a
configuration file (*.XML). This allows you to use these values again for
later startup procedures with the same axis configuration.
Proceed as follows:
• Click [Save configuration].
A window opens with the folder structure of your computer.
• Search for the corresponding storage location in the folder structure.
• Enter a random name for the Configuration.
• Click [Save] to exit the dialog.

[Record configuration]
button

•

With this function, you can generate a PDF file with the axis
configuration report.

"Author" input field

•

If you enter a name in the "Author" input field, it will be listed in the
report.

[Finish] button

•

Click [Finish] to exit the wizard.
The configuration is now completed, and the configuration screen of
the Application Configurator is displayed again.
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6.5

Saving the configuration on the SD card of the CCU
CAUTION
Download while the system is running.
Injury and damage to property.
•

Set the system to a safe state.

You can use the Application Configurator to save the axis configuration of the application module on the SD card of the CCU. For detailed information, refer to the documentation of the Application Configurator.
Proceed as follows to save the configuration:
1. Configure the axis.
2. Open the "Download" section.
3. Click the [Download] button to save the configuration on the SD card of the CCU.
4. The CCU has to be restarted to process the new configuration data after the download. This is why there is a query before the configuration is stored.
The start page is displayed if the download and the CCU restart have been successful.
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7

Operation and Diagnostics
The functions for operation and diagnostics of the application module are integrated in
the "Application Configurator" software, from where they are called.
This is why you find detailed information about the procedure in the documentation
(manual or online help) of the Application Configurator.

7.1

Module diagnostics
The Application Configurator offers a module diagnostics function for many application
modules. In this way you obtain specific diagnostic information about the process data
interface, operating states and errors of the respective module.
You start module diagnostics from the diagnostic interface by clicking [Details] for the
required axis.
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Appendix

8.1

Input terminal assignment

8

The following table shows the terminal assignment of the respective unit with activated
standard assignment and activated hardware limit switches:
Input terminal

Standard assignment and hardware limit switches
MOVIDRIVE® B
MOVIAXIS® B
MOVITRAC® LTX

MOVIPRO® ADC

MOVIGEAR® DSC-B
MOVIGEAR® SNI B

MOVITRAC® B
(in preparation)

DI00

/Controller inhibit

-

/Controller inhibit

/HWLS positive

DI01

Enable/stop

-

Error reset

CW/stop

DI02

Error reset

Error reset

Reference cam

/HWLS negative

DI03

Reference cam

Reference cam

/HWLS positive

DI04

/HWLS positive

/HWLS positive

/HWLS negative

DI05

/HWLS negative

/HWLS negative
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